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NEWSBRANDS:



CAMPAIGNING JOURNALISM1.
First up is the enduring power of the newspaper front page to create impact in a
way in which no other media can.





2. ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS
RAMetrics data shows that print has improved significantly over the past decade, by an
impressive 67% between 2009/10 and 2019/2020.
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BRAND TRUST EFFECTS FOR NEWS BRAND USERS
HAVE GROWN STRONGLY
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The Government’s ‘All Together’ public health campaign during the
pandemic is a brilliant example of a large national advertiser using

newsbrands’ print and digital channels to deliver outstanding results.



"Newspapers are the lifeblood of our communities and we need them
now more than ever. Their role as a trusted voice and their ability to
reach isolated communities is especially vital at this time. With this

campaign, we are both saving lives by providing essential information
to the public and supporting cherished local institutions."

The Rt Hon Michael Gove MP



A FRIEND WHEN TIMES ARE TOUGH

Readers spent    

longer reading
print news brands
during lockdown.

24%

Source: IPA TouchPoints



EMAILS TO MIDLAND NEWS
ASSOCIATION DURING THE PANDEMIC: 

As in previous weeks the paper is striking a
good balance between the dreaded facts and

the goodwill of people and hope for the future. 
 

Your team are doing a much needed service to
the community and this will be even more

appreciated of the next 3 weeks, dare I say
months.

Best wishes to all and keep it up. 
 

Peter Steggles.
 

With all the different thanks being given out and
quite rightly so, may I say a Big Thank You to the

Shropshire Star and the delivery people for
outstanding service to the community of

Shropshire especially the paper boys and girls.
 

In these present times, it is difficult to obtain
local news except through the Shropshire Star,

you are very important.
Again, Thank You all.

David Farmer, Shrewsbury
 


